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Abstract:  This paper develops a conception of autonomous agents who, lacking the ready-made 

and complete list of possible states afforded their DSGE counterparts, must envision their own 

―state space.‖  Such agents can and must do more than perform constrained optimization 

exercises; they must also imagine, evaluate, and choose among alternative courses of action.  

Autonomous agents of this kind tend to hold diverse beliefs about the factors determining the 

economy‘s past performance, its present state, and the range of its possible trajectories.  Insofar 

as these agents will oftentimes be interacting on the basis of inconsistent beliefs, it‘s reasonable 

to say that their interactions take place under conditions of general disequilibrium.  In developing 

this alternative scheme of thought, I draw on some ideas from the complexity literature to 

explain why agents hold diverse views about the economy and to explore how their interactions 

might play out. 
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I.  Philosophical Assumptions and Point of Entry into the Complexity Literature 

 

Let me begin with an incontrovertible proposition: Agents in contemporary political 

economies act on the basis of multiple and often incompatible beliefs about the future.  By 

multiple beliefs, I mean not only the divergent views of the Bulls and the Bears, but also the 

various schools of macroeconomic thought, the many economic models, numerical and verbal, 

sophisticated and rudimentary, which guide the decision making of central banks, governments, 

political parties, corporations, labor unions, households, financial consultants, and day traders.  

Whatever the virtues of the current state-of-the-art Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium 

(DSGE) models, this approach is inconsistent with, and arguably cannot explain, the real-world 

diversity of action-guiding beliefs and its economic consequences. 

 

How did we get here?  There are many paths, but a good starting place is the state space 

conception set forth in Arrow-Debreu (1954), which introduces goods indexed by date and state-

of-nature, an approach that continues to find expression in many contemporary macroeconomic 

models.  Arrow and Debreu assume that agents in their scheme all have the same, ready-made, 

and complete list of possible states, as well as all of their probabilities of occurrence.  Although 

the assumptions of probabilistic foreknowledge and complete markets have attracted a good deal 

of critical attention, the conception of market participants equipped with a ready-made, shared 

and complete list of possible states has received less scrutiny.  One economist who did find this 

generous treasure trove of foreknowledge farfetched was G.L.S. Shackle, who argued that future 

possibilities and scenarios are not given to anyone, but rather must be imagined, envisioned, or 

otherwise created by thought.  

 

Shackle‘s critique of the common and complete state space conception points in two 

directions.  First, agents without a ready-made map of future possibilities must become active 

subjects who interpret ―the news‖ as they try to assess its implications for their interests, who 

create decision-making plans and analyze their possible lines of development, who judge the 

results of their efforts, and who make decisions and course-correcting adjustments in real time.  

To appreciate this understanding of the agent, it‘s essential to bear in mind that, while our mental 

powers certainly include our ability to calculate, these powers are by no means exhausted by our 

ability to solve constrained optimization problems (see Hacker 2015).  We‘re able to envision 

alternatives and their possible lines of development, create decision trees that allow for mid-

course corrections if events turn against us, while continuing to review new information as it 
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arrives.  The second consequence of this alternative view is that, once we construe agents as 

active subjects whose mental powers grant them a measure of autonomy, it‘s easy to understand 

why their beliefs are likely to be diverse and often inconsistent with one another. 

 

What does this alternative understanding of agents as autonomous subjects who form and 

act upon a diversity of beliefs have to do with complexity?  Quite a bit I think.  On the one hand, 

it‘s hard to imagine a subject matter more well-suited to the complexity paradigm than 

decentralized interactions among multiple independent agents who form and act upon diverse 

theories and often inconsistent beliefs about the future.  On the other hand, the social world as 

it‘s presented to us in complexity models and case studies seems to be very much a world in 

which agents who wish to understand their circumstances must exercise an assortment of mental 

powers that go beyond straightforward calculation, an effort which, if undertaken by a variety of 

agents, is apt to produce a diversity of outlooks, beliefs, and expectations. 

 

 My presentation of these ideas is organized in the following way.  I begin with an 

interpretation of Arrow-Debreu‘s (1954) model of general equilibrium, which I regard as a 

precise description of the almost inconceivable conditions necessary to avoid any ―Keynesian 

problems,‖ whether these problems emerge through patterns of complexity or not.  Next, I 

outline in greater detail a conception of reasoning that includes, but extends beyond, the practice 

of constrained optimization.  In short, we construe agents as playing a more active role than they 

play in DSGE models where their activities are largely confined to computing equilibrium prices 

on the basis of data provided at no cost and with the aid of a well-constructed model of the 

particular economy in which they find themselves.  In the next section, I reject the premise of 

rational expectations, arguing that autonomous agents who form their own views about both the 

present and the future are likely to hold multiple, and often conflicting beliefs.  Once we‘ve 

added this diversity of outlooks and multiple beliefs, I discuss a few of the problems it presents 

from the standpoint of complexity. 

 

II. The Real Significance of Arrow-Debreu 

 

Kenneth Arrow and Gerard Debreu‘s paper, ―Existence of an Equilibrium for a 

Competitive Economy‖ (1954), is one of the towering pinnacles of ―high theory.‖  In the paper, 

the authors prove that in a competitive economy with utility-maximizing households and profit-

maximizing firms, there exists a set of prices at which the total demand for every good is equal 

to the total supply.  One of the costs incurred in achieving this proof is that the conditions 

necessary to reach its conclusions are incompatible with what G.L.S. Shackle referred to as the 

human predicament, viz. that we must choose a course of action without foreknowledge of its 

outcome.  

 

Some of these extraordinary properties can be illustrated by Arrow and Debreu‘s 

conception of contingent goods, that is, goods indexed by date- and state-of-nature.  For 

example, a Copenhagen football fan could order the delivery of a 100 Centimeter TV if Denmark 

makes it to the World Cup finals in 2018.  Such goods are sometimes referred to as ―contingent 

claims‖ because of their similarity to insurance contracts that pay claims in the event of injury, 

illness, fire damage, and the like.  
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How is such a market, and, more ambitiously, a complete market in such contingent 

goods possible?  To begin with, every agent in the Arrow-Debreu construction has a list of all 

possible future states and knows the probability of each state‘s occurrence. On the basis of this 

knowledge, market participants submit conditional offers to buy and sell contingent goods at 

notional prices conveyed by an auctioneer. After the participants have submitted their 

conditional bids, the auctioneer computes excess demands and announces a new set of prices. 

This process continues (outside of time) until a set of equilibrium prices emerges. Once an 

equilibrium, or agreement, has been reached in this grand futures market, the participants 

effectively enter into a comprehensive multilateral contract specifying all the performances 

required of every participant in each state.  After this singular moment of decision making, 

which affirms the all-encompassing contract, the states-of-nature unfold over time, and the 

required performances are carried out. 

 

Despite its unreal premises, the Arrow-Debreu construction was whole-heartedly 

embraced by the founders of the New Classical School as the basic architecture for building 

models of real-world macro economies.  Robert Lucas argued that by introducing goods indexed 

by date and state-of-nature, the time path of an economy could now be viewed as a stochastic 

process with ―equilibrium ‗points‘ in an appropriately specified space‖ (1980, 707).  Although 

Lucas took over the notion of indexed goods and intertemporal equilibrium, he abandoned Arrow 

and Debreu‘s super-auctioneer and thereby the mechanism that pre-harmonizes the plans of 

market participants before the action begins.  (In the New Classical view, the auctioneer and the 

imaginary grand futures market of Arrow-Debreu recede into the background as ―stories‖ about 

how equilibrium might be achieved).  In effect, Lucas replaced the auctioneer and the grand 

futures market of Arrow-Debreu with a sequence of spot markets in which current spot prices 

reflect rational expectations about future spot prices, and characterized such an economy as 

being at all times ―in equilibrium.‖ 

 

It‘s unfortunate that this transmutation of Arrow-Debreu hasn‘t attracted more attention, 

though it hasn‘t gone entirely unnoticed.  Frank Hahn, who coauthored General Competitive 

Analysis (1971) with Arrow, summarized the import of modern general equilibrium theory for 

macroeconomics by crediting its architects with making ―a significant contribution to the 

understanding of Keynesian economics just by describing so precisely what would have to be the 

case for there to be no Keynesian problems‖ (1984, 65, emphasis added).  Of course, these so-

called ―Keynesian problems‖ revolve around one problem in particular – that we must act 

without foreknowledge of the consequences. And if, in response to an especially obscure horizon 

of possibilities, asset owners prefer liquidity to investment, ―it is open to them, in a money-using 

world, to sweep their chips from the table and withdraw,‖ leading to the ultimate ―Keynesian 

problem,‖ massive and persistent unemployment (Shackle 1974, 67). 

 

How are these ―Keynesian problems‖ precluded in Arrow-Debreu? Let me quote Hahn‘s 

explanation in full, first because Hahn was intimately familiar with the particulars of Arrow-

Debreu, and second because his characterization provides an illuminating background for the 

introduction of  complexity. 

 

―The Arrow-Debreu model collapses the future into the present and almost all 

uncertainty into certainty, by the way in which it defines goods and by its 
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assumption that every good has a present market. For example, since each 

physical good has a present price for every future time and possible event, 

profit-maximizing producers face no uncertainty, and utility-maximizing 

consumers can calculate the present value of their wealth.  Moreover, markets 

will operate only in the present, since agents will already have taken account of 

any new information which they may obtain in the future. Such an economy 

will have no role for money and none for liquidity, nor will there be a trade in 

shares‖ (1992, 184-85). 

 

Many of Keynes‘s own themes are echoed in this passage: the paramount importance of 

uncertainty, the significance of money, liquidity, and trading in financial assets, all of which 

disappear in the Arrow-Debreu model.  At this juncture, let me simply stress the point that the 

Arrow-Debreu construction not only collapses the future into the present, thereby removing all 

the ―Keynesian problem‖ associated with a lack of foreknowledge, it also ignores interactions 

among market participants, which could, in turn, create just the sort of complexities that may be 

expected to have ―Keynesian consequences.‖ 

 

III.  Microfoundations: Autonomous Agents, Rationality, and Reasoning 

 

Today‘s conventional approach to macroeconomics insists on microfoundations (see 

Wren-Lewis 2016).  One of the earliest and most forceful demands for microfoundations was put 

forward by Robert Lucas and Thomas Sargent in their 1979 polemic, ―After Keynesian 

Macroeconomics.‖  Lucas and Sargent criticized the macro-econometric models of the 1960s and 

70s because they were based on highly aggregated data and failed to take account of the fact that 

market participants modify their plans as circumstances change.  In place of these mechanical 

models, Lucas and Sargent held that macroeconomists should build their models on the 

microfoundations of rational agents who adjust their plans in response to expected changes in 

prices and policies.  Reflecting on this methodological revolution, Preston J. Miller, editor of The 

Rational Expectations Revolution: Readings from the Front Line (1994), claims that the rational 

expectations revolution effectively ―moved monetary and budget policymaking from a physical 

setting to a human one,‖ from ―engineering models that were attempting to capture the 

movement of inanimate objects‖ to ―models that were attempting to represent human behavior‖ 

(1994, xii-xiv). 

 

 In evaluating this microfoundations critique, it‘s necessary to distinguish between 

―Keynesian economics and the economics of Keynes,‖ to invoke Leijonhufvud‘s (1968) 

distinction.  Although the large Keynesian macro models of the 1950s and 60s might plausibly 

be described as ―engineering models‖ of aggregate behavior, Keynes‘s own reasoning is often 

carried out from the agent‘s standpoint, e.g., the entrepreneur considering the construction of a 

new plant requiring several years to build, or the speculator trying to forecast the mood of 

investors over the next month, or the household torn between enjoyment today and comfort 

tomorrow. These problems are certainly couched in human terms, and no one could plausibly 

confuse the agents confronting these problems with ―inanimate objects.‖  By contrast, consider 

what‘s involved in construing these decisions purely as constrained optimization problems.  

We‘re asked to imagine an entrepreneur, a speculator, or a household making decisions with a 

complete list of possible states in one hand, a probability distribution over these states in the 
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other hand, a readily accessible model of the economy, which converts states into prices, and the 

computing power required to determine the agent‘s optimal choice given her preferences and 

constraints. These extravagant assumptions, which leave agents in the model with very little 

thinking to do, and even less scope for maneuver, provide a convenient foil against which we can 

articulate an alternative conception of autonomous agents whose decisions are made out-of-

equilibrium.  

 

First and foremost, the premise borrowed from Arrow-Debreu, in which all agents 

possess a ready-made list of all possible future states, is, of course, wildly at variance with the 

fact that no one possesses such a list.  Of course model-builders must abstract from real-world 

conditions in choosing their premises.  The issue is whether the abstraction, and its role in the 

theory or model, illuminates the subject matter under consideration. In this particular case, the 

counterfactual premise that agents have a ready-made list of all possible states obscures a 

fundamental fact of human life: we must create our own lists of possibilities. For example, the 

automobile manufacturer contemplating a capacity expansion does not possess a complete 

catalogue of possible future states, but rather must envision a menu of possibilities, which may 

include alternative forecasts of oil prices and interest rates, as well as potential technological and 

regulatory developments, and, of course, projected demand for the company‘s vehicles.  Before 

arriving at a decision, the firm may develop a variety of alternatives concerning the plant‘s size, 

location, and schedule. Such alternatives often include decision trees intended to capture a range 

of intermediate outcomes and the actions to be taken in response to each. The essential point I‘m 

striving to make is that such action-guiding scenarios and the possible states they include are not 

given to us, but must be created. And it is in this exercise of imagination, analysis, and judgment 

that the agent’s autonomy is mainly realized or expressed.  

 

Let me underscore this point because a cursory reading of G.L.S. Shackle‘s work can 

leave the impression that human free will creates uncertainty because our decisions arise ex 

nihilo, thereby introducing an intractable uncertainty into our affairs. The conception of 

autonomy I have in mind is rather different and concerns the relationship between our thoughts 

and the world.  This relationship is not one in which the world simply causes our beliefs in the 

manner that, say, the ocean tides are caused by the moon‘s orbit around the Earth. The reasoning 

that leads a mathematician from premises to proof, or a CEO from projected costs and revenues 

to an investment decision, are not causal processes subject to law-like generalizations, but rather 

links in a chain governed by norms, rules, and social practices. 

 

Conclusions reached by a process of reasoning are usually predictable. If they weren‘t, 

our social relations would be much different than they are. The regularity associated with our 

reasoning is provided by the norms and rules that circumscribe what counts as reasoning and by 

our tendency to agree in such simple judgments as ―this line is longer than that one.‖  By the 

same token, the results of our reasoning are not pre-determined, and people can draw different, 

but still reasonable conclusions from the same evidence. In contrast to constrained optimization, 

which typically yields a single result, the process of reasoning often produces several 

―reasonable‖ conclusions. 

 

  One consequence of our freedom, or spontaneity, of thought is that we produce new and 

unpredictable thoughts.  Arrow and Hahn (1999) dutifully recognized this source of new ideas in 
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the form of scientific discoveries and technological advances and the difficulties they pose for 

the construction of the state space.  Thus they write, ―It seems pretty clear that new discoveries 

in the sciences and innovations are an important source of uncertainty. But until a discovery has 

been made we cannot describe it and it does not qualify as part of the Savage state space‖
 
(p. 

215).  Arrow and Hahn proceed to consider the possibility of simply adding ―a probability 

distribution over new ‗discoveries‘ whatever their detailed description,‖ but add, in a magnificent 

understatement, ―it is not easy to see how to predict prices conditioned on [such] discoveries‖ 

(ibid.).  

 

In fact, the prediction problem posed by new ideas and ways of thinking goes much 

deeper than scientific discoveries and the introduction of new technologies.  Some scientific 

discoveries give rise to far-reaching changes in our everyday language and patterns of social life.  

For example, as ―germ theory‖ was gradually accepted by the general public in the middle of the 

19
th

 Century, social relations began to change as people came to regard one another as potential 

carriers of disease.  Although this development could not have been easily foreseen, it almost 

certainly affected markets ranging from medical care to sanitary hospital equipment to home 

cleaning products to travel abroad. 

 

           Of course, many far-reaching changes in social relations come about without any 

scientific impetus at all.  Consider, for example, the idea of ―marriage equality,‖ that is, the 

notion that lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and transgender people should have an equal right to 

participate in the institution of marriage. This idea quickly gathered momentum in many 

societies and is now incorporated in the marriage laws of several countries. Moreover, these 

changes will have immense economic consequences because ―marriage status‖ affects tax 

liabilities, insurance opportunities, medical practice, and household formation.  Thinking back to 

Arrow and Hahn‘s problem for a moment, imagine trying ―to predict prices conditioned on 

[such] social changes.‖ 

 

As I said before, new ideas that shape beliefs and actions are not confined to discoveries 

in the natural sciences.  In economics, for example, there have been many intellectual 

developments that have influenced private and public decision making: the Phillips Curve, 

modern portfolio theory, the Black-Sholes model of options pricing, and the Lucas Critique, to 

mention just a few.  For example, the introduction of the Phillips Curve, which suggested a 

trade-off between inflation and unemployment, added a potentially new macroeconomic 

relationship that firms and policymakers had to pay attention to simply because other firms and 

policymakers were paying attention to it. 

 

Whether the Phillips Curve captures a real relationship between employment and 

inflation or not, there‘s little doubt that it affected the conduct of policy and the thinking of many 

decision makers in both the public and private spheres.  The same can be said of the so-called 

Laffer Curve, named after the supply-side economist, Art Laffer, who played a central role in 

advocating lower income taxes in the U.S. during the 1980s.  In this connection, it‘s perhaps 

worth noting that ideas don‘t have to be good ideas to have an effect on public policy or other 

things. 
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In this section, I‘ve argued that the trajectories of human thought are very hard to predict 

because new ideas can‘t be fully understood until the concepts through which they‘re expressed 

have become available to us and because thoughts don‘t succeed one another in the kind of 

predictable ways that physical states tend to.  Although these sources of unpredictability may or 

may not find a place within the general theory of complexity, their scope and influence tend to 

produce the same difficult-to-understand social dynamics that complexity theorists study.  

 

 

IV. From Rational Expectations to Multiple Beliefs  

 

 I‘ve argued that autonomy and probabilistic foreknowledge are incompatible because 

agents who interpret information, envision alternatives, and make decisions, introduce something 

new into the flow of events.  The principal source of the uncertainty each of us faces in making 

decisions is the freedom others exercise in imagining scenarios, judging alternatives, and 

choosing courses of action. These activities are not pre-determined in the way that, say, the 

movements of a clock are pre-determined. Yet, while our thinking doesn‘t belong to the 

predictable web of cause-and-effect, it‘s neither random, nor completely unpredictable.  Rather, 

these activities of thought are connected to the world and to each other by reasons that can move 

us to take particular actions.  Consequently, we can often correctly guess what course of action 

someone will follow, or even whether some segment of the public will attempt to, say, pay off 

their debts during a period of financial turmoil. And this kind of foresight is possible because 

reasoning is constituted and circumscribed by rules and norms, and sustained by the fact that we 

usually agree in judging that such-and-such is the case, e.g., that the price of oil is lower today 

than it was in June 2008, or that Greece continues to face difficult policy choices, and so forth. 

 

But we do not agree in all our judgments, and we cannot always predict what people will 

decide to do. Although what counts as reasoning, judging, deciding, etc., is limited by rules and 

social practices, these standards do not dictate paths of thought.  In many cases, people can 

reason their way to different economic forecasts without making any logical mistakes. One 

reason we often come to different conclusions is because, as Keynes reminded us on more than 

one occasion, ―facts and expectations are not given in a definite and calculable form.‖  Rather, 

facts must be interpreted and their relationship to other facts considered.  In many cases, people 

will organize the facts with the help of theories, models, or narratives.  In this respect, the realm 

of reasons is an open system through which new ideas and beliefs are introduced into the flow of 

human affairs. 

 

This understanding of our relation to the world is consistent with a view of the economy 

as a non-stationary, complex process the nature of which is not well understood.  In contrast to 

this view, economists who assume rational expectations argue that market participants will come 

to learn the (stable) structure of the ―data-generating process.‖  But to form reliable expectations 

about the future, agents must understand the past. And, as Mordecai Kurz (1992) points out, for 

the process generating prices to be learned, ―the probabilities of past events must be common 

knowledge among agents in the market; no substantial disagreements about the evaluation should 

be encountered‖ (p. 294). In other words, the formation of rational expectations requires a 

common and correct understanding of the factors that gave rise to the Great Depression, the 

stagflation of the 1970s, the recent financial crisis, and the Great Recession that followed. Yet 
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there is no such common understanding. Instead, there are strongly held opinions about each of 

these events. And this continuing disagreement about historical economic trends and events is 

―perhaps the ultimate proof that such processes cannot be learned‖ (ibid.). 

 

Arguably, the most straightforward evidence against the hypothesis of rational 

expectations is the multiplicity of expectations that are actually at play in modern political 

economies.  If the rational expectations hypothesis were literally true, then every agent would be 

acting on the basis of the same (correct) expectations.  But this is incontrovertibly false.  Of 

course, a rational expectations model can accommodate some diversity in expectations. Such 

differences may plausibly arise because the information available to market participants in a 

model is partitioned so that different agents have access to different pieces of the total 

information set.  For example, producers in one of Lucas‘s models have immediate access to 

local price changes, which they initially mistake for relative price changes, only later to discover 

that there‘s been a change in the general price level. This kind of partition is, of course, open to 

the objection that a large volume of information about prices is now readily available to the 

public, and this information can be processed and analyzed by increasingly powerful computers 

and software programs.  

 

Although the rational expectations approach currently dominates the academic landscape, 

there are other approaches in the wings. More than twenty-five years ago, Edmund Phelps (1990) 

wrote a book entitled, The Seven Schools of Macroeconomic Thought, and today these schools 

continue to play a role in academic and policy-making circles. This diversity of views is also 

evident, and even rather surprising in its extent in the Booth Business School (University of 

Chicago) monthly surveys of economists regarding topical macroeconomic and monetary issues.    
 
  

And finally, lest we forget, Eugene Fama and Robert Shiller won Nobel Prizes in 2013 for 

radically different theories of financial markets. 

 

If the probabilistic foreknowledge presupposed by the rational expectations approach is 

beyond our reach, then our forecasts of the future won‘t converge on an independent, stable 

reality.  Instead of commonly held beliefs, people hold multiple and often inconsistent beliefs 

about future course of the economy.  The stock market provides a good illustration.  According 

to the efficient markets theory, stock prices are based on a rational forecast of future earnings. 

Yet there are thousands of financial firms, business newsletters, and expert commentators who 

offer conflicting advice about ―the market.‖  And there are millions of investors who act upon, 

and even pay for, advice that is worthless according to the hypothesis of rational expectations.  

Why doesn‘t everyone simply hold index funds?  There are many plausible answers to this 

question, but none of them seems consistent with rational expectations. As John Cochrane 

(2016), a well-known neoclassical financial economist admits, ―volume is the great unsolved 

problem of financial economics.‖ 

 

From my vantage point, the difficulty with the rational expectations hypothesis lies not 

with the incapacities of the agents who form expectations about the future, but with the nature of 

the subject matter they are trying to understand and predict.  To reject the hypothesis of rational 

expectations is not to embrace the alternative of ―irrational‖ expectations, especially insofar as 

the subject matter of these expectations isn‘t a stable system.  Mordecai Kurz is half right when 

he says, ―lack of knowledge of the truth is the foundation of belief diversity‖ (       ).  What is 
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missing from this proposition is the recognition that there is no independent, objective reality 

waiting to be discovered, but rather a future whose contours will bear the mark of ideas not yet 

conceived, plans not yet formulated, judgments not yet made, and decisions not yet taken. 

 

V. The Complexities of General Disequilibrium 

  

Agents in contemporary general equilibrium models act upon common and correct beliefs 

about future prices.  In our alternative scheme of thought, by contrast, agents don‘t possess a 

ready-made list of possible states plus a model of the economy that translates these states into 

prices.  Instead, autonomous agents must create their own maps of future possibilities (their own 

―state space‖ so to speak).  These maps won‘t perfectly overlap because people don‘t interpret 

economic and other data in the same way.  Lacking a shared and detailed map of the future, 

people will act on a diversity of beliefs some of which will be inconsistent with one another.  

Insofar as these beliefs and the actions they inform are mutually inconsistent, the result is more 

fruitfully characterized as a general disequilibrium than the converse. 

 

It‘s important to bear in mind that, in Arrow-Debreu, general equilibrium is achieved 

because the conditional intentions of all the agents are pre-reconciled before final commitments 

are made.  In Axel Leijonhufvud‘s gloss, ―Rational expectations is a clever way of proceeding as 

if this [pre-reconciliation] had been accomplished‖ (2006, p. 43).  Such a pre-harmonization of 

plans would accomplish several objectives.  In the first place, the agents in the model would be 

spared the absurd task of computing general equilibrium prices.  Second, a pre-reconciliation of 

plans would allow market participants to join what is, in effect, a multilateral contract specifying 

all the actions agreed to by all the participants, thereby eliminating the uncertainty that would 

otherwise arise from not knowing what others will do in the future. And third, since these 

commitments would be entered into simultaneously, the parties could take advantage of 

insurance arrangements that will no longer be available once the ―train of real events‖ begins to 

arrive. 

 

Seen in this light, there‘s something revealing in Leijonhufvud‘s characterization of the 

General Theory ―as classical economics without the auctioneer,‖ though it would be more 

illuminating to say that Keynes‘s economics is ―economics without the pre-reconciliation of 

plans,‖ which is really the crucial distinction.
1
  If decisions are taken in the absence of such a 

―pre-reconciliation of plans,‖ they will necessarily be made by agents who do not know what 

outcomes will follow.  Thus, their actions will not be coordinated in the manner envisioned by 

the practitioners of contemporary general equilibrium theory.
 
 Keynes, of course, stressed this 

lack of coordination in connection with saving and investment.  He pointed out that consumers 

who cut expenses to increase their saving don‘t communicate any intention regarding their future 

spending.  And the rate of interest, which is assigned the role of balancing flows of saving and 

investment in conventional models, is, in fact, mainly driven by the varied expectations of those 

who hold the lion‘s share of the community‘s wealth.  Such coordination failures don‘t require 

sticky prices or any other market imperfections, nor are they confined to particular markets.  

Rather, these coordination failures occur because decision making is decentralized, and 

decisions are made in real time, without the benefit of being pre-harmonized by Arrow and 

Debreu’s super-auctioneer. 
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The case for general equilibrium modelling would be more compelling if it weren‘t for 

the fact that so many first class mathematical economists have abandoned the search for models 

and mechanisms with the kind of stabilizing dynamics that might lead an economy to converge 

upon an equilibrium.  In fact, there are at least two important results that call into question the 

very possibility of such a process.  First, the results derived by Sonnenschein (1972), Mantel 

(1972), and Debreu (1974) show that (1) any movement of relative prices alters the real wealth 

of market participants, and (2) there‘s no reason to expect that this income effect will be exactly 

offset by the price effect.  The second spanner-in-the-works was analyzed by Franklin M. Fisher 

(1983).  Fisher grants that, ―in a world of rational agents who perceive and act upon a 

nonexpanding set of arbitrage opportunities cast up by disequilibrium, the economy will be 

driven to equilibrium as such opportunities disappear‖ (p. 89).  If, however, the economy 

continues generating ―favorable surprises,‖ whether these are real or imagined, then it will not 

converge upon an equilibrium (ibid.).  Of course, the requirement that the set of arbitrage 

opportunities is ―nonexpanding‖ runs headlong into our general argument, which holds that the 

thoughts and actions of autonomous agents are a persistent source of surprises some of which, 

it‘s reasonable to assume, will be favorable or at least appear to be.  In explaining his result, 

Fisher, himself, draws attention to Schumpeter‘s waves of ―creative destruction‖ in arguing that 

the ―no favorable surprises‖ condition is unlikely to be satisfied in actual economies. 

 

Unlike the current state-of-the-art Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium models, 

which implicitly assume that the plans of market participants are pre-harmonized, the Kahn-

Keynes multiplier implicitly assumes the contrary.
2
  And yet, the action of the multiplier as it 

was originally explained by Kahn, and later elaborated by Keynes, doesn‘t seem to depend on, or 

exhibit, any obvious complexity-type dynamics (at least as far as I can tell).  The step-by-step 

progression of the multiplier involves a process of income and/or price changes that is set in 

motion by an act of saving (not spending) or investment.  In Keynes‘s Treatise on Money, this 

process begins with the aggregate level of investment chosen by individual firms.  If the total 

expenditure paid out by firms to factors producing investment goods exceeds the total quantity of 

income the public wishes to save, then, according to Keynes‘s ―Fundamental Equations,‖ the 

price of consumption goods will rise, thereby increasing the quantity of profits derived 

therefrom.  Since the propensity to save out of profits is greater than the propensity to save out of 

wages, this shift in the distribution of real income from wages to profits will bring forth the 

added saving necessary to offset the additional investment (see Kaldor ).  On the other hand, if 

the amount of income the public plans to save is greater than volume of investment expenditure 

undertaken by firms, then prices and profits will fall until the balance between saving and 

investment is restored.   

 

In The General Theory, by contrast, differences between ex ante saving and ex ante 

investment are brought into balance ex post by changes in aggregate income, which increases 

when planned investment exceeds planned saving and vice versa.  Now, Keynes‘s was able to 

explain these relationships by making a few very general, yet quite plausible, assumptions: 1) 

investment is an independent variable, and saving is a dependent variable; 2) the aggregate 

marginal propensity to consume is less than unity; and 3) the propensity to save out of profits is 

greater the propensity to save out of wages.  Although these are simple mathematical 

relationships, it‘s easy to weave a recognizable business narrative around the multiplier process, 

as one might find in Bloomberg News or The Wall Street Journal. 
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Leaving to one side the attractive simplicity of the multiplier, we may ask whether it‘s 

possible, and, ultimately, whether it would be useful, to construct an agent-based model of the 

multiplier process.  I‘m not an expert in this area, but allow me to speculate.  First, we might 

replace Keynes‘s ―representative aggregates‖ and their simple rules of conduct with more 

heterogeneous groups of agents who follow a variety of rules.  For example, in place of Keynes‘s 

―representative worker,‖ who spends most of any increase in his income, we might substitute 

several types: (1) workers whose spending is primarily a function of their ―permanent income,‖ 

(2) very low-income workers who live ―hand-to-mouth,‖ spending their paychecks as soon as 

they arrive, while periodically borrowing from their local ―payday lender‖ during especially hard 

times; (3) workers who bought homes during the housing bubble and whose mortgage payments 

now exceed X percent of their income; and (4) workers who live in neighborhoods where 

foreclosure rates are very high or very low.  In place of Keynes‘s ―representative firm,‖ which, in 

the Treatise, simply thrusts its goods upon the market for whatever prices they will fetch, we 

might substitute firms that are willing to hold larger inventories and to defer layoffs, in hopes 

prices will rise. 

 

Peter Howitt (2007), who wrote The Keynesian Recovery and Other Essays (1990), has 

done some ―multiplier modelling‖ along these lines.  Howitt says he turned to agent-based 

modeling because the agents in rational expectations equilibrium models don‘t initiate anything.  

―An agent in a rational-expectations-equilibrium model has a behavioral rule that is not 

independent of what everyone else is doing.‖  Thus, ―in any given situation, her actions will 

depend on some key variables (prices, availability of job offers, etc.) or the rational expectation 

thereof, that are endogenous to the economic system‖ (2007, p. 1). For instance, producers on ―a 

Lucas island‖ can‘t decide how much to sell until they‘ve been ―informed of the stochastic 

process determining aggregate and relative demand fluctuations‖ (2007, p. 3).  In a model of this 

kind, there‘s no way to characterize out-of-equilibrium behavior, and the whole problem of 

coordinating the plans of independent agents disappears from view.  To remedy this 

shortcoming, Howitt builds his models with ―intelligent autonomous agents,‖ which he defines 

as ―agents that are endowed with behavioral rules that can tell them what to do in any given 

situation, independently of each other‘s rules, even when no one has access to a correct model of 

the economy‖ (p. 4).
3
  

 

Howitt argues that agents who lack the probabilistic foreknowledge granted to their 

counterparts in rational expectations models will either fall back on ―custom and convention‖ or 

adopt simple rules of thumb.  Hence, Howitt endows his agents with ―simple rules,‖ which, 

instead of requiring optimization, simply ―map situations directly into actions.‖  The essence of 

agent-based modeling is, of course, to investigate the patterns of activity and organization that 

emerge from actions taken by agents who are not guided by any overarching conception of what 

they are collectively trying to achieve.  In this regard, Howitt shows how trading networks and a 

monetary structure develop spontaneously from such unplanned interactions.  In sum, Howitt 

finds that ―the multiplier process takes place because of an institutional factor not usually 

considered in the macroeconomics literature, namely the exit of trading facilities‖ (p. 15). Thus, 

if ―normal trading relationships‖ are disrupted, ―some of the businesses that coordinate trades‖ 

can fail, and these business failures can induce ―people who formerly had employment (supplier) 
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relationships with those businesses to curtail their expenditures for lack of money, which forces 

the closing of other businesses in cumulative fashion‖ (ibid.). 

 

VI. Conclusion: Autonomy and Complexity 

 

 I‘ve argued that autonomous agents who lack a ready-made and complete list of possible 

states, a probability distribution over these states, and an economic model that translates these 

states into action-guiding relative prices, must create their own maps in order to assess their 

economic circumstances, to interpret ―the news,‖ to develop action-guiding alternatives and their 

possible outcomes, to judge these options, and to decide between them.  Agents with these 

powers facing these difficulties typically form diverse views about the economy‘s past, present, 

and future.  In contrast to contemporary general equilibrium models in which market participants 

all ―act‖ upon the same set of rational expectations, in real-world markets, where agents actually 

interact with one another, they often do so on the basis of incompatible expectations.  Given the 

inability of orthodox general equilibrium theory to explain this diversity of belief and to explore 

its consequences, theories of complexity, which require neither common expectations nor 

continuously clearing markets, may be ideally positioned to supply macro models that take 

account of autonomous agents, their multiple beliefs, and the results of interactions among them. 
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1 Perhaps this is an appropriate place to mention Leigh Tesfatsion‘s work in transforming the Walrasian general equilibrium 

model with its process of tâtonnement into an agent-based computational model in which the Walrasian auctioneer is ―replaced 

by agent-driven procurement processes,‖ which, at a minimum, require: 1) firms that determine how their prices and output levels 

will be set; 2) a matching process that brings buyers and sellers together; 3) a rationing protocol to handle excess demands or 

supplies; 4) actual trades; 5) settling of payment obligations; and 6) exit of insolvent firms and ―starving‖ consumers (Tesfatsion 

2006). 

 
2 If plans were pre-harmonized, or even if agents held rational expectations, the outcome of the multiplier process, e.g., an 

increase in aggregate income would have already been anticipated. 

 
3 Let me note that Howitt‘s autonomous agents are not the same as mine. 

 


